
Energy Healing for Pets is a holistic and supportive session that allows for energetic blockages to be
cleared from your pet (when it is in the best and highest interest for that to occur).   Disease begins
within the energy body before it manifests into the physical body.   Healing the energy body also
allows improvement to flow from energy to physical matter. 

It does not replace veterinary care and I do not offer diagnosis or confirmation of diagnosis as I am
not legally permitted to do so without a medical license. 

As a trance channel for energy healing, I connect with your pet's unique energetic signature and
transmit the healing codes, activations and support that come through me in the channeled state. 

This process facilitates healing for the pet.  It is always the pet's body that does the actual healing, it
is not me. 

Healing may come in all forms.  It may not look like a physical correction of abnormalities, however
that can certainly occur.  It may be most beneficial for the pet to release other blockages that we do
not detect with our physical senses.   Often, the best healing is the gentle energy provided during
the session which supplements the pet's body's own innate healing.

For this type of session, we do not speak or connect via phone or Zoom.  I connect to your pet's
energy using a photo you will submit using an online form.  You'll receive a link to the form after you
schedule your appointment.

Thank you for allowing me the honor of working with your pet. 

WHAT IS energy healing for pets ?

heather



During your pet's Energy Healing for Pets session I will: 

release energetic blockages that were ready to release from where
they appear within the energy body

reinforce your pet's Energetic Architecture, the auric grid
that surrounds the physical body 

balance and align your pet's energy centers (chakras) 

review the energetic health of all major bodily systems
 (skin, muscle, bone, organs) and channel energy as directed by
my team of Guides 

surrender to any addtional healing that wants to come through me

approach  the session as new, without prejudice of any diagnosis
or previous healing outcome.  This allows what is in the highest
and best good for the animal to come through

ENERGY HEALING FOR PETS procedure

Animal communication is not included in an Energy Healing for Pets
session.  I do not answer specific questions regarding origin of illness,
prescribe or suggest additional treatment or provide a diagnosis. 


